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This Bible Storybook combines fun rhythm and rhyme with a learn-to-read format to help students

learn about GodÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Word while they learn to read. Young readers will enjoy the lively text

and rhythm as well as the stories and engaging art. The stories are written using many of the

vocabulary words from the Dolch Sight Word List for young readers. To reinforce reading fluency

and build vocabulary skills, the vocabulary words and rhyming words are highlighted and featured at

the end of each story. Interactive questions and suggested activities are also included to enhance

reading comprehension and personal application. At a glance: Great for teachingÃ¢â‚¬â€¢home

school, religious schools, Bible classes/studies, and extra reading practice at home 37 rhyming

Bible stories Each story features vocabulary learn-to-read words Each story includes interactive

activities and questions  Full-color, engaging art
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Age Range: 4 - 7 years
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l used this in my preschool class since I worked in a church. I researched and checked out a TON of

children's bibles from the library and this one is the BEST. It is the most appropriate bible for

children I've found. HIGHLY recommend. Love Crystal Bowmans other books for children too.

Excellent product. Very happy. Would buy again. Thank you.



This is an absolutely ADORABLE Bible Storybook for toddlers and young children. My niece is 2

and she absolutely LOVES it!!! She says, "Bible, Bible" and can't wait to read it every day!! I wish it

came in board book, but it's soo adorably cute that I don't mind. I"m just careful with it. The stories

are so stinking adorable, the rhymes are just the cutest ever, and it tells God's story in such a neat

perspective! I'm 26 and I even learn from this little Bible stories book! ;) LOVE, LOVE, LOVE!!!

My grandchildren love this book!

We absolutely LOVE this book! Bible stories are told in rhyme and there are questions to discuss

afterwards. We needed this for our daughter's preschool curriculum and we read each story each of

the four days we do school a week. Both kids (5&3) get so excited to hear the stories and I find

them fun to read. Excellent book and I highly recommend!

My grandchildren love it.

I bought this for my 2 year old daughter several months ago, with the intention of reading it to her

sometimes before naps. She immediately decided this was her new bedtime book, so now we read

a story every night. We have been all the way through it nearly 5 times now! I have bought it for 2

other friends' children, and it is my go-to gift now! I highly recommend it. It's easy to read, and

shares the Bible in an enjoyable way for children. I'm amazed at how well they've retained the

original message of each story while completely rewriting it to rhyme!

After looking through a very popular children's Bible that's on the market and finding flaws in it that

do not consist with the Catholic faith, I found this Bible. Our daughter sat through 40pages on the

first reading and asked for it the next day, it has now become our bedtime book. The rhyming is very

appealing and does not "dumb" down the Story too much.
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